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Rules:
 1.   To qualify for SmartStart bonuses, the new 

member’s sign-up order must be at least  
100–300 QV points. 

 2.  SmartStart bonuses were formerly paid only 
when the new Member’s monthly points were 
between 100–300 QV. Now bonuses are paid on 
every sign-up order of 100–300 QV points.

 3.  Any QV points above 300 will be calculated 
based on normal compensation plan rules, but 
you’ll receive SmartStart bonuses on the first 
300 QV points.

 4.   Sunshine Points awarded to new signups must 
be used within 90 days, may not be combined 
with other discounts and does not include QV 
points.

 5.  QV transfers to new signups do not qualify new 
members for SmartStart.

 6.   Sponsors who joined NSP before the Legacy 
compensation plan was offered (June 2006) are 
considered Classic sponsors for bonus purposes.

  7.   The finder/sponsor must have at least 100 
personal QV points to qualify for compensation. 
Otherwise, payout is in accordance with the 
normal compensation plan.

 8.   Foreign sponsors and upline managers are not 
eligible for weekly pay.

 9.   SmartStart applies to U.S. only.

  Note:  First weekly payout is scheduled for 
Friday, February 15, 2013.

Earn more…
                 Faster!
   with Weekly Pay and  
         Improved Bonuses

SmartStart
                  now even smarter!



SmartStart
                      Bonuses!

     NEW 
       Weekly Pay!

SmartStart sign-up orders placed by noon on 
Tuesday will qualify for payment on Friday! 

NEW 
      Improved Bonuses

                                 Now receive 30–40% bonuses on every 
                                                           sign-up order of 100–300 QV points.

  (See rule number 2 on back cover.)

SmartStart 
                Weekly Pay!

Make the most of Weekly Pay  
•  Be eligible for weekly pay by placing your personal 

order of 100+ QV points on the 1st of each month. 
     Tip:  Make your order automatic by enrolling in 

Sunshine Rewards. Teach your group to do the 
same!

•  Immediately place your sign-up orders from 
consultations, home events and training meetings.

     Tip:  Encourage all of your new sign-ups to join 
Sunshine Rewards. They’ll receive FREE 
Shipping and FREE Product!

Legacy 
SmartStart 

Example

up to

Sponsoring 
Bonus*

New 
member 

Sue

Beth’s 
upline 
Tony

15 Sunshine
Points

Sponsor 
Becky

Becky’s upline 
Manager Jill

Stop waiting weeks to buy the things you need. Increase your business cash 
flow almost instantly with weekly pay! 
Get more rewards, more often, with SmartStart weekly pay. There’s no limits!

*Classic SmartStart sponsors are paid 30%.

How SmartStart works:

•  You, the sponsor/finder, qualify 
for a 30–40% bonus, which is 
now paid weekly!

•  Your new sign-ups with 100–
300 QV points will receive 15  
Sunshine Points redeemable for 
free product ($15 value).

•  Plus, your next three upline 
managers also receive special 
bonuses!

It’s simple, it’s rewarding, it’s worth it!  SmartStart sponsors earn unmatched 
bonuses of up to 40% just for helping others!
Pay for your supplements almost instantly with SmartStart bonuses. Empower 
your Members to do the same!

Go to www.naturessunshine.com/smartstart for more information.

Jill’s 
upline 
Beth


